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Time is an elusive system for understanding the past and foretelling the future. However, if perceived as an infinite, mobius-like structure, an eternal braid of spinning threads, such threads contain the thought patterns and actions of man twisting and turning rhythmically in space, perceivable as constantly overlapping or recurring at any given micro-point in time and space.

Concepts of the dragon are pervasive in all cultures. The dragon’s longevity is evidenced in the 8000 year old Hongshan jade dragons unearthed in China’s Liaohe River Valley Province. It is the basis of mystic symbolism in cultures which hold philosophical notions of existence as infinitely/eternally cyclic. As an oracle, the dragon is invoked in forms as diverse as the ouroboros, the serpent mother, the yin/yang. Conversely in Western literate culture, a culture defined by its linear ideologies and bound finitely by a Day of Judgement or Armageddon, the dragon exemplifies ignorance and evil, a creature to be destroyed by a sword bearing hero.

3000 years earlier than Hitler’s Mein Kampf, Egyptian hieroglyphs reveal a remarkable ethos of racism, imperialism and militarism when Pharoah Usertsu III conquered Nubia. The link between violence and the written word is, however, more clearly visible in the mythology and persistent imagery of the Greeks. Embazoned on their pottery, images of war and violence are often accompanied by text, for example, in the Greek Vase painting of Timiades.

Particularly significant is the mythology of Cadmus who, upon slaying the dragon, planted its teeth from which sprouted the Greek alphabet. The hero’s ability to raise armies is ascribed to his command of written communication using the then twenty-four graphic symbols which ultimately facilitated the transference of power from the temples to the military bureaucracies.

The economical alphabet, the linchpin of imperialism and industrialism in Western culture, subsequently facilitated mass communication technologies with the invention of the Gutenberg Press. The typographic process generated a new form of nationalism and stretched the boundaries and patterns of culture.

However, in contemporary times, commonly referred to as the Information Age, digital technologies have impacted the typographic era, giving rise to a host of questions about current communicative strategies and shifting ideologies; questions apropos the written word as an object of typographic culture becoming, in new technologies, a mere trace of electromagnetically stored energy. Just as chirographic culture ceded to a typographic one, the latter is perhaps rapidly losing ground to an electronic culture, and text based technologies to other more graphic/aural forms of on-screen interaction.

Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games (MMORPGs), notably World of Warcraft (WoW) where participants pay to adopt an online identity to play, were highlighted in the media recently when two addicted players died in separate incidents due to the neglect of routine health care. The online setting is medieval and evolved originally from text-based games online, for example, Zork and Adventure, which in turn evolved from pen and paper role playing games such as Dungeons and Dragons.

Contrary to other systems, for example, the word writing of the Chinese, sequential logic and the linear structuring of the phonetic alphabet demand greater visual sensory perception and diminish the role of other senses of sound, touch and taste.

Drawn and Quartered explores interconnections between visual and verbal forms of expression over time. Communicative action in popular culture, art and the world of enterprise involve interrelated issues and technologies which may have enduring consequences for society. One might consider such consequences to be Karma or even events within a strange loop. Hofstadter described the Strange Loop phenomenon as one which “occurs whenever, by moving upwards, (or downwards) through the levels of some hierarchical system, we unexpectedly find ourselves right back where we started”.


4 Fellow players honoured Snowly in an online funeral after his death following several continuous days gaming without food; an event overshadowed by the death of another addict. Thereafter, which prompted a call to all gamers to take care of their health.
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